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Setting up multiple output “groups” for HW 5.0 

We are going to set up audio preset 1 with four separate output groups G1, G2, G3 and G4 and assign the 

ranks of the virtual organ to each group  (for example Great and Pedal ranks to G1, Swell ranks to G2, Solo 

ranks to G3 and  Choir ranks to  G4).  In addition, we shall set up an outputs for headphones, a sub woofer 

and an auxiliary reverb channel.   

We have five stereo pairs of speakers for the main output, Spk A ....  Spk E and a stereo pair Spk-reverb for 

the auxiliary reverberation output.  We want to use two speaker pairs (A &B) for the Great and Pedal ranks 

(to distribute the output across more speakers) and one pair for each of the other outputs. The output 

through the two speaker pairs for G1 will be distributed across the output using the cyclic within octave, 

octaves cycled, ranks cycled distribution algorithm.  The sub-woofer will be fed with the sum of the outputs 

G1- G4 but the device only responds to low frequencies below a preset value (for example 75Hz). 

Step 1: Load an instrument of your choice. 

Step 2: Open View Large Control Panels for this organ | Audio Mixer, Routing and 
Voicing/Panning Settings.   Make sure you are using preset 1 for this organ. 
Step 3: Click on Audio Device on this panel.  Name each of the audio channels (for the first speaker pair 
'Spkr A', for the next pair Spk B, and so on) by putting your chosen name in the right-hand field 

corresponding to the device name determined. When this is complete click OK. 

 
Step 4: On the Audio Mixer, Routing and Voicing/Panning Settings panel click Mixer/reverb.  
Set the Preset 1 Master Mixers 1-4 as shown below. 

Mixr prst 1; Mstr mix 1 No output device.1 
Tick the Record Audio Box. 
Clear all the sends to other buses. 

Mixr prst 1; Mstr mix 2 Set the output device to be the Headphone 
device. 
Make sure the Record Audio box is not ticked. 
Clear all the sends to other buses. 

Mixr prst 1; Mstr mix 3 Set the output device to be the sub-woofer 
device. 
Make sure the Record Audio box is not ticked. 
Clear all the sends to other buses. 

Mixr prst 1; Mstr mix 4 Set the output device to be the audio device for 
the aux reverb, Spk Reverb 
Make sure the Record Audio box is not ticked. 
Clear all the sends to other buses. 

 

Step 5:  Scrolling down the list of presets, click on the Advanced items below Mixer Preset 8 Master Bus 8. 
This gives access to other settings.   

Step 6: Scroll down to the first Primary bus for preset 1, Mixr prst 1: Prmry bus 0001.  Clear any audio output 
device and any sends to master mix and Intermediate buses selected for Prmry bus 0001.  Rename the bus 
None.2  

 
1 By default, Hauptwerk assigns an output device to this channel.  In this preset setup we only want to use this for 
sending audio to the Hauptwerk audio recorder. 
2 It is useful to have a primary bus which does not send any output to a device – and assigning to such a bus is the way 
of saying “no output”. 
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Step 7: Set the preset 1 Primary Mixer buses 2-6 as shown below. 

Mixr prst 1: Prmry bus 002 Set the output device to be the Spk A device. 
Tick the Sends to Master Mix buses for master 
mix buses 1,2,3.  Clear the others. 
Tick the sends to intermediate mix buses for 
intermediate bus 1. Clear the others. 
Name the bus SPK A. 

Mixr prst 1: Prmry bus 003 Set the output device to be Spk B. 
Set the other settings to be identical to those 
given above for bus 002. 
Name the bus SPK B. 

Mixr prst 1: Prmry bus 004 Set the output device to be Spk C. 
Set the other settings to be identical to those 
given above for bus 002. 
Name the bus SPK C. 

Mixr prst 1: Prmry bus 005 Set the output device to be Spk D. 
Set the other settings to be identical to those 
given above for bus 002. 
Name the bus SPK D. 

Mixr prst 1: Prmry bus 006 Set the output device to be Spk E. 
Set the other settings to be identical to those 
given above for bus 002. 
Name the bus SPK E 

 

Step 8: Scroll up to the entry for Mixr prst 1; Intermed mix bus 1.  Configure the intermediate bus as follows. 

• Set the ends to master mix bus to send  to master mix bus 1 (Rerecording), 2 (Headphones) and to 4 

(aux reverb). 

• Select an impulse reverb which you want to use  from the drop down (click the word Select…). 

Step 9: Click OK 

Step 10:  From the Audio Mixer, Routing and Voicing/Panning Settings large control panel click Mixer Bus 

Groups (advanced multi-channel output).  Set up the Mix prst 1 bus grps as shown below. 

Mix prst 1: bus grp 0001 Look at Audio Mixer’s primary buses in group; 
clear any which are ticked so none are selected. 
Name the group none. 

Mix prst 1: bus grp 0002 Name the bus grp G1. 
Look at Audio Mixer’s primary buses in group; 
clear any which are ticked so none is selected. 
Tick  Mixer bus 2 and Mixer bus 3. 

Mix prst 1: bus grp 0003 Name the bus grp G2. 
Look at Audio Mixer’s primary buses in group; 
clear any which are ticked so none are selected. 
Tick  Mixer bus 4  

Mix prst 1: bus grp 0004 Name the bus grp G3. 
Look at Audio Mixer’s primary buses in group; 
clear any which are ticked so none are selected. 
Tick  Mixer bus 5 
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Mix prst 1: bus grp 0005 Name the bus grp G4. 
Look at Audio Mixer’s primary buses in group; 
clear any ticks so none are selected. 
Tick  Mixer bus 6 

 

Click OK. 

At this point you have completed the configuration of preset 1 as described at the start.  You can use the 

preset for as many instruments as you wish – you only need to assign the ranks to the desired output 

groups when configuring the instrument. 

Step 11: Press the Rank Routing (advanced multi-channel output) button.    This is where we assign ranks in 
the sample set to output groups.   For each rank in the Rank routing properties section 

• Set the rank output perspective 1 (front 1/main) Destination mixer bus group to the chosen group 

(G1, G2, G3 or G4) for this rank. 

• Set the other rank output perspectives 2 -4 to the group named none. 

You may use the control key to select multiple ranks and set their output group at the same time. 

You must do this for all the ranks of the sample set.   

The instrument should now play as you expect with the assigned ranks speaking through the speakers to 

which you have assigned them. 
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